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People often confuse Wheel alignment and wheel balancing, while bothPeople often confuse Wheel alignment and wheel balancing, while both
of them sound similar but they have entirely different functions andof them sound similar but they have entirely different functions and
purposes. Car wheel alignment basically means changing the wheelpurposes. Car wheel alignment basically means changing the wheel
angles in a way that they are parallel to each other and perpendicularangles in a way that they are parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the surface below, a to the surface below, a wheel alignment and balancing servicewheel alignment and balancing service is is
low cost and effective. This is generally done for maximum tyre life andlow cost and effective. This is generally done for maximum tyre life and
so a car tracks straight when traveling down a straight and flat road.so a car tracks straight when traveling down a straight and flat road.
Shreeji Tyre Spot provides you expert advice and service at on Rs.450/-Shreeji Tyre Spot provides you expert advice and service at on Rs.450/-

  

On the other side, wheel balance helps the tyres and wheels to turnOn the other side, wheel balance helps the tyres and wheels to turn
without any friction. This is done by testing for and compensating forwithout any friction. This is done by testing for and compensating for
any hard spots on the wheel-tire mix by putting a measured leadany hard spots on the wheel-tire mix by putting a measured lead
weight on the opposite side of the wheel from where the heavy spot isweight on the opposite side of the wheel from where the heavy spot is
found. There are many wheel balance service providers in Ahmedabadfound. There are many wheel balance service providers in Ahmedabad
and we at Shreeji Tyre Spot offer excellent wheel balancing at justand we at Shreeji Tyre Spot offer excellent wheel balancing at just
Rs.550/-Rs.550/-
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AddressAddress Ground FloorFirst Floor, Aarohi 2,Ground FloorFirst Floor, Aarohi 2,
Beside Old Shalby Hospital, NearBeside Old Shalby Hospital, Near
Fire Station, Memnagar,Fire Station, Memnagar,
Ahmedabad 380009Ahmedabad 380009
Gujarat, IndiaGujarat, India

Contact PersonContact Person Vinit PatelVinit Patel
Mobile NumberMobile Number 98799948989879994898
EmailEmail shreejityrespotahd@gmail.comshreejityrespotahd@gmail.com

Car Tyre Dealers in Ahmedabad. Shreeji Tyre Spot now do WheelCar Tyre Dealers in Ahmedabad. Shreeji Tyre Spot now do Wheel
Alignment & Balancing services at 300 to 1000 Rs. We are workingAlignment & Balancing services at 300 to 1000 Rs. We are working
with Yokohama, Apollo, Michelin, Bridgestone, Michelin, Mercedes,with Yokohama, Apollo, Michelin, Bridgestone, Michelin, Mercedes,
Volvo, BMW, Pirelli type of Tyre Dealer companies. Alloy Wheels nearVolvo, BMW, Pirelli type of Tyre Dealer companies. Alloy Wheels near
me.me.
Shreeji Tyre Spot as a leading tyre retailer & Ahmedabad largest alloyShreeji Tyre Spot as a leading tyre retailer & Ahmedabad largest alloy
wheel retail chain showroom. Feel free to contact us on below numberswheel retail chain showroom. Feel free to contact us on below numbers
or feel quick contact form. Our representative contact you soon.Shreejior feel quick contact form. Our representative contact you soon.Shreeji
tyre spot is dealing with well known international brands liketyre spot is dealing with well known international brands like
Bridgestone, Michelin, Yokohama, Mercedes, Volvo, BMW, Pirelli. AlsoBridgestone, Michelin, Yokohama, Mercedes, Volvo, BMW, Pirelli. Also
dealing in local brands like Apollo and TVS.dealing in local brands like Apollo and TVS.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/shreeji-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/shreeji-
tyre-shop-12047tyre-shop-12047
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